Abstract A numerical model has been used to characterize the development of a region of enhanced cooling in an alpine valley with a width of order 10 km, under decoupled stable conditions. The region of enhanced cooling develops largely as a region of relatively dry air which partitions the valley atmosphere dynamics into two volumes, with airflow partially trapped within the valley by a developing elevated inversion. Complex interactions between the region of enhanced cooling and the downslope flows are quantified. The cooling within the region of enhanced cooling and the elevated inversion is almost equally partitioned between radiative and dynamic effects. By the end of the simulation, the different valley atmospheric regions approach a state of thermal equilibrium with one another, though this cannot be said of the valley atmosphere and its external environment.
Downslope flows and cold-air pools (CAPs) are well-known atmospheric phenomena found in complex terrain, particularly under stable decoupled conditions, typical of nocturnal hours and the winter months in sheltered locations. Under these conditions it is known that downslope flows, together with in situ cooling by longwave radiative loss to space, control the evolution of CAPs (e.g. Whiteman 2000) . In even so-called moderate terrain the temperature variations caused by CAPs can be large. For example, Gustavsson et al. (1998) reported near-surface air temperature variations close to 7 K over horizontal length scales on the order of 1 km, in terrain with elevation variations less than 100 m. In some places air temperatures decreased by 8.5 K in 1 h following sunset. Such temperature variations are currently not well represented in weather forecast models (Price et al. 2011 ); however, they have an important effect on road transport, aviation safety, and agricultural practices (e.g. Price et al. 2011) . CAPs must be considered for the effective management of atmospheric pollutants (Anquetin et al. 1999; Brulfert et al. 2005; Chazette et al. 2005; Szintai et al. 2010; Chemel and Burns 2013) and likely have an important modulating effect on climate change predictions near the surface (Daly et al. 2010) . It is thought that cold-air-pooling processes are capable of affecting the wider atmosphere (Noppel and Fiedler 2002; Price et al. 2011) . For the foreseeable future, the representation of the effects of downslope flows and CAPs in both high-resolution forecast models and low-resolution climate and earth-system models is likely to require varying levels of parameterization, which requires a sound understanding of the underlying physical processes.
Considerable progress has been made in documenting the characteristics of downslope flows and CAPs [for a review see Zardi and Whiteman (2013) and references therein]. However, the two-way interactions between downslope flows and CAPs has so far received little attention. Catalano and Cenedese (2010) used a large-eddy simulation (LES) to carry out a sensitivity study on cold-air pooling within three idealized valleys, all 500 m deep, and with widths and slope angles ranging between 7 and 13 km, and 5 and 10 • , respectively. The depths of the CAPs were derived by locating the point along vertical profiles of potential temperature θ , taken through the CAPs at different times, which approximately corresponded to the θ value of a near-neutral profile simulated at sunset. The causes of cooling within and above the CAPs were not fully investigated. It was stated that downslope flows interact with developing CAPs; however, this interaction needs to be further quantified. Burns and Chemel (2014) used a LES to quantify the partitioning of cooling between radiative and dynamic effects (i.e. the combined effects of advection and subgrid-scale mixing) by averaging across the full volume of a valley atmosphere. Here, we develop the work of Burns and Chemel (2014) by analyzing the spatial variation in cooling mechanisms within the valley atmosphere and by considering the complex interactions between the downslope flows and the developing region of enhanced cooling.
The present paper considers cold-air-pooling processes in a valley atmosphere which is not subject to any synoptic forcing, which approximates the case of weak synoptic flows, or where the valley atmosphere is shielded from larger-scale flows by the terrain and possibly by stable layers. The set-up of the model and the design of the numerical simulation are presented in Sect. 2, numerical results are analyzed in Sect. 3, and a summary is given in Sect. 4.
Design of Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulation presented herein was performed using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al. 2008) , version 3.4.1, which is specifically Variation in terrain height with x, orientated west-east. The terrain is uniform along y (into the page), orientated south-north, though y was given a length of 1.2 km. Symbols adjacent to the ground mark the positions where the downslope flows were analysed in detail (Sect. 3). The spacing between the analysis points is constant within each subsection of the terrain [i.e. plateau (P), slope (S), and valley floor (F)]. The red circles mark the slope inflection points designed for research and operational forecasting on a range of scales. The model set-up used has been described and justified in full by Burns and Chemel (2014) . A brief summary of the model set-up is provided here. An idealized 1-km-deep U-shaped valley, with its axis orientated south-north, was implemented with a maximum slope angle of 27.6 • , flanked on either side by a horizontal plateau extending 2.25 km from the top of the valley slopes (Fig. 1) . The sinusoidal terrain was made uniform in y, though y was given a length of 1.2 km. The floor of the valley was given a half-width of 750 m, and the x-dimension slope length was set to 3,000 m. The terrain approximates the environment of the lower Chamonix Valley, located in the French Alps (45.92 • N, 6.87 • E), and all model points were assigned these coordinates.
The model was run in LES mode, with the vertical dry hydrostatic pressure coordinate discretized by 101 points. These points were stretched across the vertical coordinate z using a hyperbolic tangent function (Vinokur 1980) , which provided a vertical grid resolution z of approximately 1.5 m adjacent to the ground. The top of the model domain was set to a height of 12 km above mean sea level (a.s.l.). The model horizontal grid resolution, x = y, was set to 30 m, resulting in 402 and 42 points in x and y, respectively. A turbulent kinetic energy 1.5-order closure scheme (Deardorff 1980 ) was used to model the subgrid scales, and the constant C k in the subgrid-scale parameterization scheme was set to 0.10 (Moeng et al. 2007) . Because of the anisotropy of the grid, the width of the filter for the subgrid scales was modified following Scotti et al. (1993) (see also Catalano and Cenedese 2010) .
Time integration was performed using a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme using a modesplitting time-integration technique to deal with the acoustic modes. The model timestep t and acoustic timestep were 0.05 and t/10 s, respectively. The parameter β, used to damp vertically propagating sound waves, was set to 0.9 (Dudhia 1995) . Momentum and scalar variables were advected using a fifth-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme with a positive-definite filter (Shu 2003) , with no artificial diffusion. Earth's rotation effects were neglected.
Model shortwave and longwave radiation physics were represented by the Dudhia (1989) scheme and the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM) (Iacono et al. 2008) , respectively. Slope effects on the surface solar flux, and slope shadowing effects, were deactivated. The National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) scheme (Mansell et al. 2010 ) was used to parametrize microphysical processes. The revised MM5 Monin-Obukhov scheme (Jiménez et al. 2012 ) simulated the atmospheric surface layer, which was coupled to the community Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001) .
The simulation was provided with an initial weakly stable linear lapse rate in virtual potential temperature, γ 0 ≡ ∂θ v /∂z| t=0 = 1.5 K km −1 , an environmental lapse rate slightly less than the adiabatic rate. Therefore, the simulation represents cases where there is no pre-existing residual layer, or stable layers, in the valley atmosphere at the start of the night, which is indicative of well-mixed, post-convective conditions. The model was run for an 8-h period starting at 1430 UTC on 21 December, which is about 1 h before sunset at the latitude of the Chamonix valley. The atmosphere at the bottom of the valley was assigned an initial value of θ v = 288 K, an air temperature of approximately 6 • C at the valley altitude of 1 km a.s.l. The model skin temperature T 0 was initialized by extrapolating the first three air temperatures above the ground. A random negative thermal perturbation was added to T 0 , with a minimum value of −0.05 K, applied at the initial time across the valley slopes of the domain. The atmosphere was initialized with a constant relative humidity of 40 %, preventing the occurrence of liquid water in the atmosphere. The wind field was zero everywhere at the initial time, simulating decoupled conditions.
The model deep soil temperature at a depth of 8 m is denoted by T deep . At the bottom of the valley, T deep was set to the annual mean surface air temperature of 281.4 K (8.25 • C), and T deep was varied with altitude across the idealized terrain at a rate of −2 K km −1 . The soil temperature, between the boundary values of T 0 and T deep , was initialized by assuming that T (z) = c 1 + c 2 e z/d , where c 1 and c 2 are constants given the boundary conditions T (z = 0) = T 0 and T (z = −3d) = T deep , where z ≤ 0. The vegetation and land-use types were set to grassland giving, for winter, a surface albedo of 0.23, a surface emissivity of 0.92, an aerodynamic roughness length of 0.1 m, and a surface moisture availability of 0.3 (volume fraction). The soil type was set to silty clay loam, a relatively moist soil (Oke 1987) , with dry, wilting point, field capacity, and maximum soil moistures of 0.120, 0.120, 0.387, and 0.464 (volume fractions), respectively. The soil was initialized with a constant soil moisture value 10 % below the chosen soil's field capacity, thereby placing the soil within the desired soil-water redistribution regime which occurs after soil drainage (Nachabe 1998) . The model results therefore consider a soil several days after rainfall.
The model was run with periodic lateral boundary conditions, with a 4-km-deep implicit Rayleigh damping layer implemented at the top of the model domain. The damping coefficient was set to 0.2 s −1 .
Results and Discussion
The methods used to define the region of enhanced cooling, denoted henceforth by CAP h , and downslope flows, as well as several other physical regions in and above the valley atmosphere, will first be presented in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. Each section will end with a broad description of the evolution of the physical features defined therein. The details of the patterns introduced in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 will be addressed in Sect. 3.3, which requires a consideration of the complex interactions that take place between the CAP h and downslope flows. The analysis of the system's complexities informs the analysis of its bulk features, which is given in Sect. 3.4. Inevitably, the latter section also informs the analysis of Sect. 3.3.
The subscript h in CAP h refers to the hydrostatic adjustment made to θ v in order to reveal the region of enhanced cooling. The CAP h is evident in the field θ v ≡ θ v − θ v (t = 0), where θ v (t = 0) is the hydrostatic variation in θ v . t (min) Fig. 2 Time series of a the height of the GBI, z GBI , the lower and upper boundaries of the capping inversion (denoted by z CI↓ and z CI↑ , respectively), the humid layer (defined by z HL↓ and z HL↑ ), and the upper mixed layer (defined by z UML↓ and z UML↑ ). The top edge of the upper stable layer is denoted by z USL↑ (see text for details). Horizontal dotted lines mark the heights of the analysis points shown in Fig. 1 . Six volumes are defined by
and V 6 : z USL↑ < z < 3 km. The volumes were limited along x between the top of each slope (i.e. −3.75 ≤ x ≤ 3.75 km) and allowed to encompass the full y-dimension, and b the layer-averaged downslope flows u s n (defined in Sect. 3.2) at the analysis points defined in Fig. 1 . Note that after t = 180 min u s n increases from P 2 to S 5 before decreasing between S 5 to F 2
Defining the Region of Enhanced Cooling
Here we focus on defining the CAP h ; however, a number of additional volumes which are useful for the analysis below are also defined. The CAP h encompasses the ground-based inversion (GBI), which cools significantly more than the rest of the CAP h , enabling the GBI to be defined within the CAP h . The growth of the CAP h is partly controlled by phenomena occurring in volumes close to the top of the valley atmosphere (discussed subsequently); therefore, these volumes have also been defined (Fig. 2a) .
The top height of the GBI (z GBI ) was tracked by locating the point above the valley floor where T xy ceased increasing, where T is the air temperature. The averaging operator xy denotes an average across the (x, y) plane, restricted here to the valley floor (i.e. −0.75 ≤ x ≤ 0.75 km). This average is justified by the fact that the isosurfaces of the model scalar fields are near-horizontal planes above the valley floor (not shown).
In general, the top height of the CAP h was tracked using both the θ v field and atmospheric water vapour mass mixing ratio field q v . The accumulated change in θ v ( θ v ) and the atmospheric stability γ , both averaged across the full y-dimension (denoted by θ v y and γ y , respectively) reveal that, in general, the CAP h develops with a capping inversion (CI) at its top (see Sect. 3.3.1 for examples of γ y ), which can be tracked. For each t the algorithm searches for the maximum ∂γ /∂z xy above z GBI , thereby locating the lower edge of the CI, with this height denoted by z CI↓ . The top of the CI, denoted by z CI↑ , is then found by searching upwards above z CI↓ for the minimum ∂γ /∂z xy . θ v y and q v y reveal that, in general, the CAP h evolves as a region of relatively dry air surmounted by a thin layer of relatively humid air (not shown). Evidently, the transport of relatively dry air by downslope flows, from higher altitudes towards the valley floor, is a greater effect than the surface mois-ture flux for the model set-up used for this study. The relatively dry downslope flows displace and mix humid parcels adjacent to the valley floor upwards. These humid parcels are forced higher as the valley fills with relatively dry air. The lower edge of the layer of high q v air, denoted by z HL↓ , where HL stands for humid layer, was located by searching above z GBI for the maximum ∂q v /∂z xy . The upper edge of the layer (z HL↑ ) was then located by searching upwards above z HL↓ for the minimum ∂ 2 q v /∂z 2 xy . Soon after t = 60 min a narrow region of relatively well-mixed air develops close to the top of each slope and spreads roughly horizontally toward the valley axis. The top and bottom of this layer are denoted by z UML↓ and z UML↑ , respectively, where UML stands for upper mixed layer. This region is characterized by high shear and vortices and lies directly beneath the region of near-horizontal streamlines, directed from the valley axis towards the plateaux, noted by Burns and Chemel (2014) . These features contribute to the development of an elevated inversion and trap air within the valley; they play an important role in the development of the CAP h (Sect. 3.3.2) .
Throughout the simulation a thin layer of relatively stable air develops above z UML↑ , where the top of this layer is denoted by z USL↑ , in which USL stands for upper stable layer. The heights defining the upper mixed layer and upper stable layer are defined in essentially the same way as the heights defining the CI and humid layer.
The curves in Fig. 2a compare well with the vertical structure of their corresponding fields away from the valley slopes. Close to the slopes the fields tend to curve upwards away from the horizontal, resulting in some under-estimation of field heights. Intense mixing takes place close to the sloping ground where the downslope flows interact with the dense air of the CAP h . This can result in the CI being ill-defined in this region when it can still be defined further away from the slopes.
The curves demarking the CI and humid layer in Fig. 2a indicate that the CAP h expands upwards through the valley atmosphere after t ≈ 60 min. The GBI is also shown to gradually deepen after t ≈ 120 min. There are a number of complexities in the curves of Fig. 2 ; for example, there are significant differences in the heights of the curves for the CI and humid layer after t = 120 min. A number of discontinuities exist in the curves for the CI, and the GBI top height includes a maximum point before t = 120 min. These complexities are the result of the varying interactions between the downslope flows and developing CAP h , which will be discussed in Sect. 3.3.
Defining the Downslope Flows
The components of the velocity field u in the WRF model are given with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) . By applying an orthogonal transformation to (x, y, z) with rotation/slope angle α, a slope-orientated coordinate system (s, y, n) is introduced, with s directed downslope and n pointing away from the slope. In accordance with the usual geometric convention, α is defined as negative for clockwise rotations, from the line defined by x. The components of u along s and n, denoted by u s and u n , respectively, were obtained from u xz y , u xz ≡ (u, w) . The analysis also considers u s and u n averaged across the depth of the downslope flows, denoted by u s n and u n n , respectively. The upper limit for the average across n (n df ) was calculated by searching within 100 m above the ground for the first point where u s falls below 20 % of its maximum value u s, j (the downslope flow jet speed, located at n j ), that is, where u s < c 3 u s, j , c 3 = 0.2. A 100-m-long normal vector was constructed for each x-point with a resolution of 1 m, approximately z in this region. A more exact estimate of n df , where u s = c 3 u s, j , was then obtained by linear interpolation. The value of c 3 is arbitrary, chosen to avoid any large under-or over-estimations of n df . If c 3 u s, j could not be found, then the n-point associated with the maximum (minimum) ∂ 2 u s /∂n 2 was used for the western (eastern) slope. This latter method focuses on the shape of the downslope flow profile rather than on relative flow speeds. The algorithm, designed for cases with a fairly distinct downslope flow jet, was found to work effectively away from slope extremities (not shown). Figure 2b shows u s n for the analysis points P 2 to F 2 defined in Fig. 1 ; this reveals the essential spatial and temporal structure of the y-and n-averaged downslope flow field. The curves for the points over the valley slope reveal the initial propagation of the downslope flow maximum region down the slope, which reaches the valley floor close to t = 60 min. Burns and Chemel (2014) demonstrated the presence of an anticyclonic vortex (with rotation axis along y) at the front of this maximum region, which is an example of a microfront, a phenomenon discussed more generally by Mahrt (2014) , who observed them in shallow fog layers. A general increase in u s n is evident moving from the western plateau to the western slope inflection point (S 5 ), followed by a general decrease in u s n towards the valley floor. One exception is the curve for S 5 before t ≈ 180 min. A clear increase and decrease in u s n occurs over time for points located below S 3 , with the decrease shown to begin earlier in time for points farther down the slope. This is consistent with the retreat of the region of maximum downslope flows back up the western slope as the CAP h expands upwards, as noted by Burns and Chemel (2014) and implied by Catalano and Cenedese (2010) .
Co-Evolution of Region of Enhanced Cooling and Downslope Flows

Initial Evolution of Region of Enhanced Cooling
γ y , and θ v y with over-plotted streamlines (as in Fig. 3b ), reveal that the CI is first formed soon after t = 60 min, when the region of maximum downslope flows reaches the valley floor. At this time the accelerated flows transport cold (low-θ v ) air (relative to the atmosphere away from the ground along x) along the slopes towards the valley floor and mix it approximately 200 m into the atmosphere, generally increasing γ in this region. These flows also partly mix the pre-existing, largely radiatively cooled air layer, adjacent to the valley floor, higher into the atmosphere, as noted by Burns and Chemel (2014) . Following the intensification of the downslope flows, their effect on the CAP h is more complex. At these later times the downslope flows are comprised of a layer of relatively cold (low-θ v ) air close to the ground; however, the top part of the downslope flows contains relatively warm (high-θ v ) air. The downslope flows advect higher-θ v air from above that increases θ v in the top part of the downslope flows, which is less affected by the cooling surface. Despite this advection of warm air into the CAP h , the downslope flows on average have a cooling effect on the CAP h (Sect. 3.4). This is due to both the transport of cold air close to the ground and the bulk rising motions induced to conserve mass, which causes adiabatic cooling.
Figures 2a and 4a show that the intensification of the downslope flows causes both a rapid increase in the depth and a reduction in the intensity or strength (denoted by I GBI ) of the GBI between t = 60 and 85 min (with z GBI rising from 1026 to 1060 m a.s.l., and I GBI decreasing from 2.64 to 1.50 K), supporting the pattern of mixing stated previously.
Mixing from the dynamics creates a relatively well-mixed region within the CAP h , which defines the CI, i.e. the mixing is non-uniform within the CAP h (Fig. 3) . Hence, the CI cannot exist before the downslope flow intensification, and the curves for z CI↓ and z CI↑ are difficult to interpret before this event. This intensification of the dry downslope flows displaces humid air adjacent to the valley floor upwards. Mixing caused by the downslope flows tends to resort parcels according to their moisture content, forcing moist, lighter parcels above dry, Fig. 3 Contour plots of a ∂θ v /∂z averaged across the model y-dimension γ y ; b the accumulated change of θ v from t = 0, averaged across y, θ v y , with over-plotted streamlines, both at t = 120 min; and c, d the same type of plots as for a and b but at t = 180 min. The solid, dashed, dotted and dash-dotted lines mark, respectively, the heights of the near-surface inversion z GBI , the upper and lower boundaries of the capping inversion (z CI↑ and z CI↓ ), and the approximate height at which the downslope flows are neutrally buoyant. The latter corresponds to F b ≈ 0 and is used later in this section. The streamlines were created using u xz y , u xz ≡ (u, w), projected onto a 5-m linear orthogonal mesh, where the resolution of the new grid was justified by Burns and Chemel (2014) . The streamlines were seeded on a Cartesian grid, with the same origin, with a resolution of 35 m, which is generally close to the model grid resolution in this region of the atmosphere heavier ones. Therefore, z HL↓ and z HL↑ are undefined during the first 60 min of simulation. Despite the difficulty in interpreting z CI↓ and z CI↑ before t = 60 min, the algorithm captures the upward displacement of air and the general perturbation of the lower-valley atmosphere. This coincides with the initiation of internal gravity waves (IGWs) in and above the valley atmosphere, effects noted by Burns and Chemel (2014) .
θ v y , γ y and q v y indicate that between t ≈ 70 and 180 min the CAP h expands upwards, together with its CI, carrying the layer of relatively high-q v air to greater heights. Over the same time period, mixing processes gradually erode the CI close to the top of the CAP h , so that by t ≈ 180 min it is not well-defined (compare Fig. 3a, c) . This is reflected in Fig. 2a by a large, sudden decrease in z CI↓ and z CI↑ ; at this time the algorithm used to track the CI finds a lower layer of relatively high γ which does not demark the top of the CAP h . After this discontinuity a layer of high γ is found by the algorithm at a lower height range than the CI height range before the discontinuity, but it is soon eroded away. A similar Mass, Volume ( Mt, km Fig. 4 Time series of a the intensity (strength) of the GBI, capping inversion and humid layer, denoted by I GBI , I CI and I HL , respectively. I GBI and I CI were defined as the difference in θ v xy across the layers, and I HL as the difference in q v xy between the centre and bottom of the layer. The depths of the capping inversion and humid layer are also shown, denoted by d CI and d HL , respectively. b z HL↓ compared against a number of downslope flow characteristics. These include the height of the greatest downslope flow jet speed, denoted by max(u s, j ). The height of the greatest layer-averaged flow along and normal to the slope is denoted by max( u s n ) and max( u n n ), respectively. The height where u s, j is farthest from the ground along n (i.e. the greatest n j ) is denoted by max(n j ). The height where the depth of the downslope flow is greatest is denoted by max(n df ). The height where the downslope flows are neutrally buoyant is also provided (i.e. where behaviour occurs close to t = 140 min (discussed subsequently); however, between t = 140 and 180 min a CI is present at the top of the CAP h , which can be reasonably estimated by z HL↓ . Figure 2a suggests that the early development of the CAP h erodes away the top of the GBI, decreasing z GBI from a maximum of 1,060 m a.s.l. at t = 85 min to a minimum of 1,026 m a.s.l. at t = 121 min. This coincides with the time period when the maximum region of the downslope flows is forced back up the slopes by the CAP h (Fig. 4b) . Relatively intense mixing close to the front of this maximum region erodes away the top of the GBI (as also indicated by the streamlines in Fig. 3b) . Figure 4b compares z HL↓ to a number of downslope flow characteristics in order to investigate some of the interactions between the CAP h and the downslope flows. The curves denoted by max(u s, j ), max( u s n ) and max( u n n ) show the heights corresponding to the greatest u s, j , u s n and u n n , respectively. These curves show the initial propagation of the downslope flow maximum region down the western slope (matching the patterns in Fig. 2b) .
The simulation used herein avoided the additional complexity of shadowing effects. This allows the significance of shadowing on the development of CAPs to be quantified in future work. Shadowing is likely to cause a different initiation of the downslope flows. Nadeau et al. (2012) took observations in an alpine valley with a roughly similar configuration and orientation to that considered here. Near-zero flow speeds were observed close to sunset during what was termed the early-evening calm period [see also Acevedo and Fitzjarrald (2001) and Mahrt et al. (2001) ]. The initiation of the downslope flows was found to be controlled by the movement of a shading front from the bottom towards the top of the valley slopes.
Between t ≈ 60 and 180 min it is clear that, as the CAP h top height increases (reasonably estimated by z HL↓ during this period), so does the height of max ( u s n ) and max u s, j , which quantifies the initial retreat of the downslope flow maximum region back up the valley slopes. This retreat of the maximum region matches the patterns of decreasing u s n below slope point S 3 , noted in Sect. 3.2. Time series of the mass flux computed from the previously defined flow speeds show essentially the same patterns as those already discussed.
The sudden decrease in z CI↓ and z CI↑ at t ≈ 140 min is associated with the development of a relatively well-mixed layer, immediately above z GBI , with this layer generally expanding upwards over time with the CAP h (compare Fig. 3a, c) . Figure 3 indicates that the development of relatively well-mixed regions within the CAP h are generally associated with regions where u xz y and ∇ xz u xz y are relatively large, where ∇ xz is the (x, z) part of ∇. These regions promote both explicit mixing and shear-induced subgrid-scale mixing, where the latter essentially relies on elements of ∇ (∇u) (Skamarock et al. 2008) . The streamlines give a rough idea of relative flow strengths, so the preceding observation was confirmed by an analysis of | u xz y | (not shown). An exact correspondence among the stability of the atmosphere, flow speeds and flow gradients is not expected due to the averaging process. It is also not expected that a particular flow configuration will immediately alter the atmospheric stability, which may take time to adjust to the flow regime. The relatively wellmixed regions generally correspond to regions of large − u · ∇θ v y , the Reynolds stress term for the conservation of energy (not shown), where the perturbations were computed by averaging across y. This is justified by the fact that only small variations in u occur along y because of the two-dimensional geometry and near-y-independent thermal forcing at the ground-air interface.
Note that u n n approximates the net mass flux along n, and so max ( u n n ) suggests that detrainment of air from the slopes, considering the resolved flow, reaches a maximum not far above z GBI , which is generally supported by an analysis of the streamlines of u xz y (Fig. 3 ). An analysis of u n n reveals some detrainment of air above z HL↓ ; however, the amount of detrained air in this region is much smaller than below z HL↓ (Fig. 5a ). Figure 5a shows the variation in u n n , with height (i.e. along s), for t = 90, 180 and 300 min. The horizontal dotted lines correspond to z HL↓ at the three different times (z HL↓ increases with time). A greater detrainment effect might be expected for a larger γ 0 . Below z HL↓ , multiple maxima and minima of u n n indicate a layering effect as the downslope flows detrain into the valley atmosphere, inducing wind shear and mixing. A similar layering effect was found by Neff and King (1989) , who observed the formation of a CAP which grew from the floor of the De Beque Canyon, located along the Colorado River, USA. Reduced entrainment (or slight detrainment) is evident within the elevated inversion, and enhanced entrainment below it. This is generally in line with the analytical theory of Vergeiner and Dreiseitl (1987) . This reduction of entrainment or slight detrainment suggests that the elevated inversion helps to shield the valley atmosphere from flows above. The importance of this effect remains unclear. A slight entrainment of air is evident immediately below z HL↓ during approximately the last hour of simulation. Detrainment generally occurs below a level approximately 100 m above z HL↓ . This detrainment occurs both above and below the height where the downslope flows are neutrally buoyant (i.e. where the buoyancy force F b = g θ v /θ v a sin α n = 0); F b is expressed in slope-orientated coordinates (as previously) for a Boussinesq fluid, g is the acceleration due to Earth's gravitational field, θ v (s, n, t) = θ v y − θ v a is the perturbation from the ambient θ v -field θ v a (z, t) = θ v xy , where the averaging operators are those used in Sect. 3.1. The approximation ρ /ρ r ≈ −θ v /θ v a was used, where ρ is the perturbation from a constant reference density ρ r . F b ≈ 0 was located by first finding the maximum and minimum F b and then searching from the maximum towards the minimum position. Entrainment generally occurs above a level approximately 100 m above z HL↓ . These detrainment and entrainment effects are evident in the streamlines of u xz y . Significant variations in − u · ∇θ v y close to the ground surface essentially mirror the changes in u n n ; − u · ∇θ v y indicates negligible mixing close to the ground in the entrainment region but enhanced mixing within about 200 m from the slopes in the detrainment region. Enhanced shear-induced mixing is likely to occur where the downslope flows detrain and where they 'spring back' after 'over-shooting' F b ≈ 0. This region of enhanced shear is evident in the streamlines of u xz y (Fig. 3) . A similar pattern of entrainment and detrainment, as well as the so-called spring-back effect, were found by Baines (2008) studying gravity currents flowing down a steep uniform slope in irrotational stratified liquids, in what was termed the plume regime.
The streamlines in Fig. 3 indicate that the thin regions of unstable air above the downslope flows are linked to the return flows associated with the spring-back effect. The return flows transport low-θ v air from the bottom of the valley. The downslope flows advect higher-θ v air downslope, which increases θ v in the top part of the downslope flows. The combination of these two effects results in γ < 0. It is interesting to note that the return flows are restricted to the part of the slope below z HL↓ .
The mass flux from the downslope flows at the slope point corresponding to z HL↓ can be accumulated over time and compared to the mass in the volume of atmosphere beneath z HL↓ , obtained using a Cartesian coordinate system. The resolution of the regular grid was 5 m, which was justified by Burns and Chemel (2014) . Figure 4c shows that the mass within the CAP h below z HL↓ (m a ) is approximately equal to the accumulated mass from the downslope flows (m b ). The downslope flow mass flux was assumed to be symmetric about the valley axis. It was noted in Sect. 3.1 that z HL↓ is likely to be an under-estimation of the height of the humid layer close to the slopes, and so the point used to estimate the mass flux is likely to be slightly within the region of relatively dry air. Mass may be mixed into this region before reaching the mass flux point, and some slight under-estimation of the accumulation of mass from the downslope flows might be expected. Volumes V a and V b in Fig. 4c , calculated in a similar manner as m a and m b , demonstrate that the fluid is approximately incompressible. This analysis shows that q v is an effective tracer of the flow field. Between t = 60 and 180 min z HL↓ is a reasonable estimate of the CAP h top height, and so Fig. 4c confirms that the growth of the CAP h during this period is almost entirely due to the flux of mass from the downslope flows into the CAP h . After t ≈ 180 min the development of the CAP h is more complex, and it is not possible to state that the upward expansion of the CAP h is essentially due to the flux of mass from the downslope flows into the CAP h (Sect. 3.3.2).
It seems reasonable to suggest that a significant along-valley flow is likely to remove cooled air from the bottom of the valley and transport it to relatively flat regions (e.g. a plain). This is likely to reduce the speed of expansion of the CAP h as well as its maximum height; however, this needs to be confirmed in future research.
Development of Region of Enhanced Cooling
The gradual erosion of the CI is essentially caused by the interactions of the downslope flows with the expanding CAP h , which forces the downslope flows back up the valley slopes but is mixed and eroded as it does so. Relatively intense mixing occurs below the front of the downslope flow maximum region. Further mixing occurs across the regions of high curvature associated with larger-scale circulations (Fig. 3b, d ). Although the streamlines indicate a flow across the CI (away from the slopes), at t = 120 min (when the CI height range approximates that of the humid layer), in Sect. 3.3.1 it was demonstrated that any such flow must be small. The valley atmosphere dynamics are largely partitioned into two volumes, defined by z HL↓ .
It appears that the erosion of the CI is accelerated as it comes into contact with the most energetic part of the flow (close to analysis points S 5 and S 6 ; compare Fig. 2a, b) and is broken up soon after t = 180 min. Between t ≈ 180 and 300 min the top of the CAP h is difficult to define. z HL↓ does not always correspond to the CI or to the CAP h top height after t = 180 min. This suggests a rapid near-vertical transfer of heat, starting close to t = 180 min, between the CAP h (the top of which is reasonably estimated by z HL↓ at t = 180 min) and the atmosphere above z HL↓ . This process corresponds well with the analysis of bulk cooling trends (Sect. 3.4).
Vertical motions are initially restricted by the narrow region of near-horizontal flows close to the plateaux height and the upper mixed layer immediately below it. The latter region contributes to the development of an elevated inversion several hundred metres deep, extending below the upper mixed layer, which further restricts vertical motion. Detrainment of air above z HL↓ is likely to converge close to the valley axis, causing rising motions which will cool the atmosphere adiabatically. Air parcels will be forced laterally on reaching the elevated inversion before being entrained into downslope flows. This process is likely to be enhanced as the detrainment of fluid increases (Fig. 5a ). Airflow below z HL↓ and above z CI↓ generally does not have such a strong vertical component reducing cooling by adiabatic expansion. This is therefore likely another process which blurs the difference between the cooling of the lower and upper valley atmosphere, making it difficult to define the top of the CAP h between t ≈ 180 and 300 min.
The elevated inversion also partially traps the layer of relatively high-q v air beneath it (z HL↑ converges with z CI↓ towards the end of the simulation). The early development of the CAP h concentrates the available water vapour into the top portion of the valley atmosphere. A greater amount of water vapour in the atmosphere increases the bulk radiative cooling (Hoch et al. 2011) . This is therefore another process that reduces the difference in cooling between the lower and upper valley atmosphere. The schematic in Fig. 5b summarizes the three identified processes that contribute to a more gradual variation in θ v with height.
Several processes may contribute to the development of the elevated inversion. The vortices in the upper mixed layer generally transport lower-θ v air upwards and higher-θ v air downwards, which tends to increase γ above and below the vortices. The circulation above z HL↓ generally transports relatively low-θ v air into this region of the atmosphere from below. Radiative cooling decreases with z (not shown), as expected from Stefan's Law, mainly due to decreasing T with z, resulting in radiative divergence and increasing stratification.
A discontinuity in z CI↓ and z CI↑ occurs at t ≈ 250 min. This is due to the destruction of the regions of relatively high γ lower in the valley atmosphere and the establishment of the elevated inversion. Close to t = 240 min it becomes possible to identify a reasonably welldefined decrease in θ v y close to the top of the valley atmosphere, and by t = 300 min it is clear that the top of the CAP h corresponds well to z CI↓ . The CAP h expands up to the bottom of the elevated inversion by the end of the simulation (i.e. 81 % of the valley depth).
After t ≈ 270 min the changes in max ( u s n ) and max u s, j are less sensitive to the change in z HL↓ (Fig. 4b) and closer to the change in z CI↓ (Fig. 2a) , a better estimate of the CAP h top height during this period. The two maximum quantities generally lie somewhere between the two heights. Interestingly, the height of max ( u s n ) is generally less than max u s, j after t = 180 min, which corresponds to the time of interaction between the CAP h and the most energetic region of the downslope flows. Both quantities lie above the height where F b ≈ 0. It seems that, although there is flow penetration well below the height of F b ≈ 0 (Fig. 3) , the most energetic part of the flow is always above this level. Figure 4b shows that max (n df ) is generally less than max ( u s n ) and max u s, j but has a similar trend. The algorithm used to compute max (n df ) avoided finding points towards the bottom of the slope, not far above z GBI . Large values of n df occur in this region where the downslope flows detrain above z GBI . The algorithm considers the downslope flow before it is disrupted towards the base of the slope. A minimum point occurs in n df towards the top of the slope (corresponding to a region of minimum entrainment or slight detrainment within the elevated inversion). This allowed max (n df ) to be found by first moving along s whilst n df (s + 1) < n df (s), and then continuing along s whilst n df (s + 1) > n df (s). The algorithm shows an increase in n df from the top of the slope. Figure 4b shows that max n j is generally not sensitive to the CAP h . max n j was found by searching above z GBI to avoid the bottom of the slope, where n j is not always well-defined.
The decrease in u s n at points S 5 to S 8 compares well to the foregoing analysis. At points S 8 and S 7 the decrease in u s n corresponds to the rise of either z HL↓ or z CI↓ (when the two heights are very similar). At point S 6 the more rapid decrease in u s n after t = 190 min corresponds to the rise in z HL↓ . This occurs when the CI has already been eroded but largely before the rapid vertical transfers of heat energy, when z HL↓ still gives a reasonable estimate of the CAP h top height. The accelerated decrease in u s n at point S 5 appears to precede the arrival of z HL↓ (by approximately 1 h), presumably due to the rapid vertical transfer of heat. It was noted in Sect. 3.2 that the curve for u s n at S 5 does not follow the general trends before t = 180 min. This indicates that without the development of the CAP h the region of the most energetic flows lies below the inflection point.
The main spatial and temporal variations in u s n , illustrated in Fig. 2b , generally match those of the layer-averaged diabatic cooling L c yn = ∂ θ v yn /∂t + u s n ∂ θ v yn /∂s (Fig. 4d) . As the CAP h engulfs a slope point, the fluid in the downslope flow is brought closer to a thermal equilibrium with its environment, that is, the driving buoyancy force of the downslope flows F b is reduced or nearly vanishes, and in some cases F b < 0 (see below).
Downslope Flow Momentum Budget and Internal Variability
Figure 6 displays time series of the components F i of the layer-averaged downslope flow momentum balance (for u s ), from the Eulerian perspective, using y-averaged fields, at slope points S 1 to S 8 . The components F i correspond to the momentum balance for an irrotational, Boussinesq fluid, that is
which includes along-slope and slope-normal advection F adv−s and F adv−n , respectively, the pressure force F p , buoyancy force F b , and subgrid-scale diffusion, denoted by F f . Note that, if the fields are not y-averaged, it is possible to consider advection along y (F adv−v ); however, this term has no significant effect on the budget. p is the perturbation pressure field, computed after applying xy to the full pressure field p, where the averaging operator is that used in Sect. 3.1; τ s j is the subgrid-scale stress tensor expressed using summation notation, where the index j = {s, n}, with X s ≡ s, X n ≡ n. Figure 6 quantifies the influence of the CAP h on the downslope flows. F b is shown to nearly vanish or to change to a negative force at slope points S 5 to S 8 . The times of these events correspond almost exactly to the arrival of z HL↓ at each point (shown by a vertical dashed line). z HL↓ does not reach the slope points above S 5 , and F b remains significantly above zero at these positions. There is some reduction of F b at all points; the degree of this reduction generally decreases with height, reflecting the decreasing influence of the CAP h with altitude. As expected, there is a close correlation among F b , L c yn and u s n (see also the end of the previous section).
Figure 6b-f (slope points S 2 to S 6 ) shows time periods where there is an approximate balance between F b , F adv = F adv−s + F adv−n and F f . The approximate start and end times of these periods are marked by single solid vertical lines and two solid vertical lines, respectively. Downslope flows resulting from a balance between F b , F adv−s and F f were classified as shooting flows by Mahrt (1982) . F adv−n cannot be neglected for the system considered by this work; the fluid normal to the slope is not in hydrostatic balance, a condition that presumably would require a more gentle slope. The occurrence of two solid vertical lines marks the beginning of a period where there is an approximate balance between F b and F f , classified by Mahrt (1982) as near-equilibrium flows. The approximate end of such a period is marked by a set of three vertical solid lines. Note that there is a short period of near-equilibrium flows at S 8 , and a near-equilibrium flow regime is reached by the end of the simulation at S 4 ; however, in both cases, the vertical lines were omitted for clarity. There is therefore a transition from shooting flows to near-equilibrium flows at slope positions reached by z HL↓ , with a more rapid evolution of the flow occurring with distance down the slope. After z HL↓ reaches a slope point, F adv−s generally changes to a positive force. This reflects the fact that the region of maximum downslope flows retreats back up the western slope ahead of z HL↓ ; the maximum region of the downslope flows becomes a source of momentum for points below it. F adv−n follows F adv−s ; a convergence of fluid along the slope (i.e. F adv−s > 0) must result in detrainment given that the fluid is approximately incompressible (Sect. 3.3.1). The correspondence between flow convergence along s and detrainment is confirmed by a comparison of Figs. 2b and 5a. ∂u s /∂n n < 0 (not shown), because of the typical profile of the downslope flows, more specifically the close proximity of the cold-air jet to the ground surface. Therefore, the two advection terms tend to follow one another. Detrainment below z HL↓ is presumably aided by F b < 0 in this region.
The modified Froude number FĤ (Mahrt 1982 ) was over-plotted for comparison, where F = U 2 / g H is the Froude number; U and H are respectively the speed and depth scales of the downslope flow, set to u s n and n df , g = g δθ v /θ v a is the so-called reduced gravity, where δθ v is the temperature deficit scale of the flow; g was extracted from F b . The nondimensional heightĤ = H/ Z s , where Z s is the height change made by the slope (Ĥ 1 here). As expected, FĤ < 1 for both the shooting-flow and equilibrium-flow regimes. FĤ generally increases down the slope, with values of FĤ = O (1) occurring at times either when F b ≈ 0 and F adv = 0 or when F b ≈ F adv , when the budget is not dominated by the two terms.
Small time variations can be seen on most of the curves in Fig. 2b . A fast Fourier transform was used to investigate these variations further. It is not possible to apply the spectral analysis to u s n because the averaging along y distorts the true flow variations. Instead, the spectral analysis was applied to ũ s n , whereũ s was derived from u and w was taken halfway along y. The general trends in ũ s n are the same as those in u s n ; however, there are significant differences in the amplitude of the variations (Fig. 7a) . Figure 7a shows ũ s n for slope points S 5 to S 7 and demonstrates that the expanding CAP h induces relatively large variations in ũ s n as it reaches each point. The arrival time of z HL↓ is marked by concentric circles, which correspond to t = 121, 191 and 324 min, respectively (z HL↓ increases with time). Some negative values of ũ s n occur for point S 7 at times when the downslope flows are not well-defined due to their interactions with the dense air towards the valley floor. Note that the variations in ũ s n are very similar to those in u s n above S 5 . Below S 7 ũ s n and u s n become increasingly variable.
Close inspection of Fig. 7a reveals that the variations have a frequency in the range of approximately 0.002 to 0.005 rad s −1 (i.e. a period in the range of 20 to 50 min). Figure 7b -l show the spectra of ũ s n for analysis points S 1 to F 2 . Analysis of these spectra reveals that the range of frequencies evident in Fig. 7a clearly dominates the spectrum at points S 4 to S 8 , if the frequencies below 0.002 rad s −1 (due to longer-term trends) are disregarded. Above S 4 and below S 8 it is harder to see this effect. Peaks close to 0.002 rad s −1 above S 4 are due to variations that occur during the establishment of the flow, which takes longer in this region of the slope (Fig. 2b) . Clearly, it is not possible to find a single dominant frequency. The type of oscillations predicted by McNider (1982) may contribute to the dominant range of frequencies identified earlier; however, it is difficult to confirm this. The assumptions made to arrive at the model derived by McNider (1982) are generally not valid for the flow system considered in this work. Other candidates may cause variations in the downslope flow. There is high shear where the flow springs back after over-shooting F b = 0, which may cause KelvinHelmholtz instabilities. There is a region of unstable air below z HL↓ (Sect. 3.3.1), which may also trigger Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Interesting elongated features orientated downslope are evident in the flow below S 5 (Fig. 8) , which are approximately coincident with the region where there is a clear range of dominant frequencies, the region of high shear and where there exists a region of unstable air. Confirmation of the exact causes and nature of the variations found in ũ s n is beyond the scope of this work. The variations in the flow may be formed from a combination of processes. 1.E-04
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Bulk Cooling Mechanisms and Atmospheric Characteristics
The various heights defined in Sect. 3.1 enable the subdivision of the valley atmosphere into a number of volumes, shown in Fig. 2a . This provides one means of investigating the varying cooling mechanisms in different regions of the valley atmosphere. The volumes were allowed to encompass the full y-dimension and limited along x between the top of each slope (i.e. −3.75 ≤ x ≤ 3.75 km). Figure 9a shows R r V / R V , where R r is the time rate of change of θ v (∂θ v /∂t ≡ R) due to radiation. The operator V refers to a volume average across any of the defined volumes. Volume averages were computed by first applying y before projecting the variables onto a linear orthogonal mesh with a resolution of 5 m which filled the valley space. R r V 1 / R V 1 confirms that radiative effects generally dominate the instantaneous cooling within the GBI. Between t ≈ 30 and 100 min instantaneous cooling from the dynamics (i.e. the combined effects of advection and subgrid-scale mixing) is dominant. After this time radiative divergence generally dominates the instantaneous cooling as the region of maximum downslope flows is forced away from the GBI. Figure 9b shows θ v r V / θ v V , where θ v r is the change in temperature from t = 0 due to radiative effects. θ v r V 1 / θ v V 1 remains close to 0.5 because of the dominance of instantaneous cooling by the dynamics when the temperature changes are close to their maximum (Fig. 9c) .
R r V / R V and θ v r V / θ v V for V 2 and V 3 confirm that the cooling is almost equally partitioned between radiative and dynamics effects within the CAP h and the elevated inversion. Figure 9b shows that θ v r V 2 / θ v V 2 is always less than 0.5 after approximately t = 85 min. This explains the decrease in θ v r / θ v va over time found by Burns and Chemel (2014) , where va is an average across the full valley atmosphere.
After t = 300 min, z CI↓ appears to be a more accurate measure of the CAP h top height; however, the effect of using z HL↓ in place of z CI↓ does not change the results qualitatively. The small difference decreases over time as z HL↓ moves closer to z CI↓ .
θ v r V / θ v V can be expected to lag behind R r V / R V , which is evident in the data. Large variations in 
(e) Fig. 9 Time series of volume averages for V 1 -V 6 (defined in Fig. 2a ) of a R r V / R V , where R r is the time rate of change of virtual potential temperature (∂θ v /∂t ≡ R) due to radiation; b θ v r V / θ v V , where θ v r is the accumulated change in virtual potential temperature ( θ v ) due to radiation; c the absolute magnitude of R, where R V < 0, d θ v ; and e γ ≡ ∂θ v /∂z R r V / R V occur at varying times before t = 180 min when these volumes are not well defined. It should be noted that some over-estimation of radiative cooling is likely to be present in the results, which rely on the use of a one-dimensional radiative transfer scheme (Hoch et al. 2011) .
The partitioning of the accumulated temperature changes within the GBI and CAP h , between radiative and dynamical effects, occurs largely within the first 2 h of simulation. This corresponds to the time period of maximum instantaneous temperature changes (Fig. 9c) . This partitioning effect is also true for the full valley atmosphere (Burns and Chemel 2014) .
The cooling within volumes V 4 to V 6 (Fig. 9a and 9b) , at the top of or above the valley atmosphere, is almost completely dominated by radiative effects. θ v r V / θ v V for V 4 and V 5 generally decrease over time, suggesting an interaction between the CAP h and the valley atmosphere above, and an interaction between the latter and the free atmosphere above the valley. As the CAP h expands higher, the dynamics are able to increasingly cool air at greater elevations. Figure 9c -d shows the general reduction in cooling rates and accumulated temperature changes with height within and above the valley atmosphere. A minimum point in the time series of | R V 1 | (Fig. 9c ) occurs close to t = 100 min when it falls below that of | R V 2 |, which follows an initial peak in | R V 1 | close to t = 60 min. | R V 1 | first peaks close to the arrival time of the region of maximum downslope flows. | R V 1 | then decreases rapidly during the time period when the region of maximum downslope flows displaces the GBI vertically, reducing its intensity by advective and mixing processes (Sect. 3.3.1). This reduction in intensity follows the reduction in average atmospheric stability (Fig. 9e) . The advection and mixing of higher-θ v air from above reduces | R V 1 |. As the region of maximum downslope flows is forced back up the valley slopes (Fig. 4b) | R V 1 | and γ V 1 increase once again. The absolute magnitude of R V for V 1 to V 3 are shown to nearly converge by the end of the simulation (Fig. 9c) , indicating that these regions tend towards a state of thermal equilibrium with one another. The average accumulated temperature change within the GBI is close to double the change within the rest of the valley atmosphere, which cools by approximately twice as much as the free atmosphere above.
Careful inspection of Fig. 9d reveals a slight reduction in the rate of increase of | θ v V 2 | after t ≈ 180 min. Figure 9c shows the average cooling rate in V 2 to approximate that of V 3 by t ≈ 240 min and to fall below the cooling rate of V 3 by t ≈ 300 min. These bulk features correspond very well to the details discussed in Sect. 3.3.2. Figure 9e shows that the atmospheric stability of all the defined regions is larger than γ 0 at the end of the simulation. For example, on average, γ ≈ 25 γ 0 , 2 γ 0 and 4 γ 0 within the GBI, CAP h and elevated inversion, respectively, by the end of the simulation. The average atmospheric stability of the GBI is approximately an order of magnitude greater than the majority of the rest of the valley atmosphere or the free atmosphere above, with the exception of the elevated inversion after t ≈ 300 min. The average stability of both the GBI and CAP h are shown to decrease after t ≈ 120 min, which is in line with the observations of Neff and King (1989) .
γ V 3 is shown to increase more rapidly than γ V 4 , whilst γ V 2 decreases, which quantifies the development of the elevated inversion and the UML. γ V 5 increases at a greater rate than γ V 6 , quantifying the development of the USL. Close to t = 240 min, γ V 2 falls below γ V 3 , which corresponds to the destruction of the lower layers of relatively high γ and the establishment of the elevated inversion (Sect. 3.3.2).
Summary
A numerical model was used to characterize the development of a region of enhanced cooling and its interactions with downslope flows in an idealized alpine valley with a width of order 10 km under decoupled stable conditions. After the initial intensification of the downslope flows, a region of enhanced cooling was found to expand up through the valley atmosphere. Initially this expansion is fairly gradual and almost entirely due to the flux of mass into the region from the downslope flows. The region is relatively dry with a capping inversion at its top, defined by variable mixing. A layer of moist air is carried above the region and concentrated into the top half of the valley atmosphere.
The downslope flows first displace the GBI vertically and weaken it before the region of enhanced cooling forces the most energetic region of the downslope flows back up the valley slopes, which initially erodes away the top of the GBI. The growth of the region of enhanced cooling is accelerated when the expanding region encounters the most energetic part of the downslope flows some 2 h after sunset. This results in enhanced mixing close to the top of the region of enhanced cooling, the final destruction of the initial capping inversion and a relatively rapid near-vertical transfer of heat. From 2 h after sunset the region of enhanced cooling does not essentially expand due to the flux of mass into the dry region of air.
A region of near-horizontal streamlines lies above a layer of vortices close to the top of the valley atmosphere. The latter directly contributes to the development of an elevated inversion. This elevated inversion is also likely formed by the transport of low potential temperature air from below and by radiative divergence. These features at the top of the atmosphere partially trap air within the valley atmosphere. These valley-atmosphere flows are largely partitioned between two volumes, defined by the top of the region of relatively dry air. The expanding region of dry air concentrates the available water vapour into the upper part of the valley atmosphere, increasing the cooling there due to radiative processes. At the same time the re-circulation of air above the region of dry air is intensified, causing enhanced adiabatic cooling. Therefore, there appear to be three key processes that blur the difference in cooling between the upper and lower parts of the valley atmosphere. These processes make it difficult to define the top of the region of enhanced cooling between 2 and 4 h after sunset.
Generally, entrainment of air into slope flows occurs above the region of dry air, and detrainment of air from downslope flows occurs below the top of this region. The detrainment of air appears to be caused by several processes. Flows will tend to leave a slope close to their level of neutral buoyancy. Detrainment is enhanced by shear-induced mixing in the region where the flows spring back after over-shooting their level of neutral buoyancy, a characteristic of gravity currents in the so-called plume regime. Return flows occur where the flows spring back and are restricted to the region of dry air. Downslope flows are deflected above the GBI, which is generally an order of magnitude more stable than the atmosphere above it (except for the elevated inversion after 4 h following sunset). An analysis of the detrainment of air from downslope flows reveals a layering effect that generates shear and mixing within the region of enhanced cooling. Return flows help to create a region of unstable air above the downslope flows by transporting low potential temperature air from below. At the same time, the downslope flows advect high potential temperature air downslope, causing higher temperatures in the top part of the downslope flows less affected by the cooling ground surface.
As the CAP h engulfs the slopes, the downslope flows mix with it, reducing their negative buoyancy, causing them to decelerate. With a lower temperature deficit the ability of the downslope flows to lose thermal energy to the sloping surface is reduced. A significant increase and decrease in the downslope flow speeds occur over time for slope points engulfed by the region of dry air. From 2 h after sunset the downslope flow speeds generally increase from the top of the slopes towards the slope inflection points and decrease after this point towards the valley floor. The flow field before 2 h after sunset reveals that, without the influence of the region of enhanced cooling, the maximum region of the downslope flows is below the slope inflection points. There is a transition from shooting flows to near-equilibrium flows at slope points reached by the region of dry air, with a more rapid evolution of the flow occurring with distance down the slope. The expansion of the region of enhanced cooling increases the height of the maximum downslope flow depth.
The expanding region of enhanced cooling has been found to initiate relatively large variations of the downslope flows with periods ranging between approximately 20 and 50 min. Disregarding variations due to longer-term flow changes, this range of periods has been found to dominate the spectra of the downslope flows engulfed by the region of dry air, away from the bottom of the slope. The exact nature and causes of these flow variations remain unclear. These flow variations are approximately coincident with a region of high shear, a region of unstable air and a region of elongated flow features orientated downslope.
After the initial intensification of the downslope flows, the instantaneous cooling in the GBI is generally dominated by radiative effects. This occurs as the maximum region of the downslope flows is forced farther away from the ground-based inversion. The normalized temperature changes within the GBI remain close to 0.5 because of the initial dominance of cooling from the dynamics when temperature changes are close to their maximum. The cooling within the region of enhanced cooling and within the elevated inversion is almost equally partitioned between radiative and dynamic effects. The partitioning of the cooling between the two processes occurs largely within 1 h following sunset.
The cooling at the top of or above the valley atmosphere is almost completely dominated by radiative effects, but generally with an increasing contribution to the cooling by the dynamics. This suggests some interaction between the valley atmosphere and the free atmosphere above as the region of enhanced cooling evolves. The average temperature changes within the GBI are approximately double those of the rest of the valley atmosphere, which cools about by about twice as much as the free atmosphere above. The three lowest volumes tend towards a state of thermal equilibrium with one another by the end of the simulation; however, at this time they are not in a state of thermal equilibrium with their external environment.
The average atmospheric stability of all defined volumes is greater than the initial atmospheric stability at the start of the simulation. The final stability within the GBI, the region of enhanced cooling and the elevated inversion are close to 25, 2 and 4 times the initial atmospheric stability, respectively. The stability of the GBI and the region of enhanced cooling decreases after approximately 1 h following sunset. It should be stated that these results are for a particular valley geometry and set of initial and boundary conditions. A future sensitivity study should test the generality of these results.
